Velocity
Desktop

Your desktop, everywhere

Velocity Desktop
Velocity Desktop, powered by Windows Virtual Desktop in Azure,
provides your users with the only multi-session Windows 10 Desktop,
virtualised in the cloud.
Highly scalable, always up to date and available on any device,
Velocity Desktop delivers the best Windows 10 and Office 365 ProPlus
experience to provide the most productive virtualised experience for
you and your users.
Backed by our Velocity Support & Managed Cloud wrapper, Velocity
Desktop makes moving to the cloud easy and cost effective, with
security and peace of mind built in.

DEPLOY AND SCALE
IN MINUTES
Create or Migrate your
Remote Desktop
environment in minutes
Access your desktop
from any device

MIGRATE WINDOWS SERVER
DESKTOPS AND APPS
Bring your existing line of
business apps with you to the
cloud

ENABLE OPTIMISATIONS FOR
OFFICE 365 PROPLUS
Utilise unique FSLogix
technologies to deliver the
best Office 365 ProPlus
experience for your users

Why YOU should move to
Velocity Desktop

SECURITY &
REGULATION
Government
Financial Services
Healthcare

REMOTE WORKING &
ELASTIC WORKFORCE
Remote Working &
Learning
Short Term Employees
Contractor & Partner
Access
Mergers & Acquisitions

SPECIALISED ROLES
Mobile & Firstline
Workers
Call Centres
Branch / Kiosk Workers

INTENSIVE
WORKLOADS
Design & Engineering
Software Development
& Testing
Legacy Application
Requirements

Colchester Borough Council
“Sol-Tec was a breath of fresh air. Straightforward and capable, Sol-Tec got the job
done right, first time, saving us time and money…When they need to go the extra mile
for us, they do so without hesitation. Long may the partnership continue”
Kieran Johnston,
Strategic ICT Communications Manager
In January 2016, Colchester Borough Council adopted an innovative IT strategy it named Technology 2018, designed to take
advantage of the new technologies that were now part of many people’s everyday lives.

Colchester’s Digital
Transformation
Revolutionises its IT
Infrastructure and Service
Delivery and Lays Strong
Foundations to Embrace
Future Technologies

The Council had followed a steady pace of technology change over the previous decade, but the speed and performance of their
virtual desktops no longer matched the expectations of existing staff, let alone the digital natives joining the workforce. It was no
longer about doing what was sensible for the IT department. It was time for IT to enable transformation at the front line and across the
organisation. With 1,500 staff delivering dozens of different services across several locations, that was no small ambition.
Sol-Tec and Colchester took less than a day to create the outline plan to tackle this, focusing on wholescale migration of remaining
servers to Azure and building a Windows 10 remote desktop running out of Azure for those legacy systems that required installed
clients
Colchester was able to take a measured and effective approach to Azure migration and Windows 10 desktop rollout, ensuring they
could pace the delivery appropriately to their significant staff numbers across a diverse set of services.
As Colchester identifies and prioritises the next stage of its technology journey, the organisation is embracing and exploiting the
technology delivered so far. Colchester believes and has seen first-hand that the team at Sol-Tec delivers effectively and in
Colchester’s best interests. Sol-Tec understands Colchester’s needs, aspirations and is proud to support its public service delivery.

The Details
Simplified, centralised and unified management and deployment
experience
Migrate your existing Remote Desktop Environment to Azure in minutes
Optimise your cloud experience while lowering costs for your Windows
Server desktops and apps
Get all the tools and resources you need to migrate your apps, data, and
infrastructure at your own pace, with confidence
Get free extended security updates for your Windows 7 Virtual Desktops,
allowing you to transition to Windows 10 at a pace that is right for you
while securing your legacy environment

Bring your existing licences to Velocity Desktop - Access desktops
powered by Windows Server Remote Desktop Services at no additional
cost if you’re an eligible Microsoft Remote Desktop Services (RDS) Client
Access License (CAL) customer
You pay only for the set up and the Azure compute, storage and
networking associated with the virtual machines that you use in your
environment

Try Velocity Desktop Today
Speak to us: 01189 514 200
Ask us a question: wvd@sol-tec.com
Learn more:
https://www.sol-tec.com/Velocity-Desktop

